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Abstract: Human biometric features form the base for many 

security applications which identify humans uniquely. Human 
eyes and specifically the Iris based identifications are regarded as 
highly reliable systems. Iris based systems when combined with 
cryptography have been able to present higher biometric based 
security systems. This paper presents an Iris based human 
identification system called EIOT which can enhance biometric 
security. It is a set of unique sequential steps followed in Iris 
recognition and can be implemented in human authentications 
and identifications. 

Keywords: Biometric Security, Image processing, IRIS 
recognition, Sobel Filter, Human Authentication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric is a reliable and secure authentication tool and is 
automated approach which measures Physiological or 
behavioral human traits [1]. Physiological traits refers to 
DNA, hand and palm geometry, iris, face while behavioral 
human traits refer to gait, voice.etc., gait, and typing rhythm. 
Biometric have been applied in real world applications like 
border security, crime tracking, fraud prevention, access 
controls and generic identification of individuals [2] [3]. 
Biometrics are used in recognition as biometric properties 
cannot be easily duplicated or stolen, disclosed or misused 
unlike traditional authentications like passwords. Iris, a 
circular thin structure in the human eyes is a protected internal 
organ and does not get easily affected by environmental 
changes [4].  Iris based security solutions are one of the most 
promising due to its unique characteristics and reliability in a 
solution’s lifetime when implemented. Even Twins who look 

alike on birth have different Iris combinations making this 
biometric dependable [5]. Recently, Iris recognition system 
(IRS) have been successfully applied to internet based 
authentications and countering global terrorism. Figure 1 
depicts an Iris in the Human Eye. 
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Fig. 1 – Human IRIS and Eye 

An IRS acquires the image of a human eye, extracts Iris 
regions from the image and determines unique features that 
are stored and used for an individual’s identification. The 

generic steps followed in IRS systems are depicted in Figure 
2. 

 
Fig. 2 – IRS Processing Steps 

Several studies have reported the use of IRIS is biometric 
systems. The study in [6] implemented two dimensional 
Gabor wavelet filter for localizing the iris. Gaussian 
transforms were used for feature extraction and an iris code of 
256 bits was used in computations. The study in [7] used an 
image acquisition interfaced to a Sun SPARC. An IRIS image 
was applied with Laplacian pyramid. Pattern matching was 
done using a hierarchical gradient-based registration 
algorithm.  A novel fake iris detection method based on 
wavelet packet transform was proposed in [8]. Wavelet 
packet decomposition extracted attribute values for providing 
unique information. Accuracy of fake iris was detected using 
Support vector machine (SVM) which characterized the 
distribution boundary based on the extracted wavelet packet 
features.  The study in [9] focused on segmentation and 
feature extraction in IRS.  
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Canny Edge Detector, a commonly used image processing 
tool was used for detecting edges robustly. This paper 
proposes a sequence of steps that can be followed in IRS 
systems for enhanced security and is called Enhanced IRIS 
Output Technique (EIOT). The Study in [10] proposed the 
visual cryptographic approach in High Definition and Very 
High Definition images without damaging its pixels. The 
encrypted data are only hidden in the least significant bits. 
Through this approach   the   sender   can   prevent   the   data   
access   from unauthorized person and the receiver can safely 
access the sender’s message. 

II. ENHANCED IRIS OUTPUT TECHNIQUE (EIOT) 

Biometric recognition systems automatically recognize 
individuals based on attributes extracted from eye/IRIS 
features. Any such system should provide a reliable 
recognition schema for identifying individuals. EIOT uses a 
sequence of steps that cab stored in a Database and retrieved 
while matching IRIS patters based on feature vectors. EIOT 
architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3 – EIOT Architecture 

The first step in EIOT is Image acquisition and Preprocessing. 
The image of the eyes is truncated and resized from the 
original image for lower dimensions. This image is then 
converted to gray scale.  Since there may be impurities in the 
acquired image after gray scale conversion, Histogram 
Equalization is applied on the image for redistributing the 
image pixels and enhancing the overall quality of the image. 
Most significant features from the image are identified by 
using a two dimensional DWT. EIOT follows this step to 
minimize the processing time on images while obtaining a 
minimum reduction size of the acquired image. Since the IRIS 
is circular in nature, the edges have to be identified accurately. 
EIOT uses the Sobel method for its edge detection. On 
identifying the edges of the IRIS, the generated features are 
arranged into a feature vector before being sent to storage. 
Any IRS implementing EIOT and generating feature vectors 
can easily identify the person based on IRIS textures. One 
additional advantage of the EIOT is in encrypting the feature 
vector storage for disallowing unauthorized access while 
retrieving it from storage.  

III. EIOT RESULTS 

EIOT was tested on different IRIS images in an IRS. The 
visualized results of EIOT are presented for each step.  
Step 1, 2 - Resizing and Gray Scale: Preprocessing is the 
first step in EIOT where the image is acquired and filtered to 
specify the boundaries of the iris image. This step minimizes 
noise in the image by resizing the original image and 
converted to gray scale and is depicted in Figure 4.  

 
Fig. 4 – EIOT Preprocessing 

Step 3 - Image Enhancement: EIOT follows image 
enhancement by using Histogram equalization for 
normalizing the image and then applying an adaptive 
Histogram to improve its equalization, depicted in Figure 5.  

 
Fig. 5 – EIOT Image Enhancement 

 
Step 4 – Feature Generation: 2D DWT is used by EIOT to 
generate specific features from the enhanced image of step 3. 
EIOT compresses the output image for generating minimum 
that are suitable pixels and depicted in figure 6.  

 
Fig. 6 – EIOT 2D DWT Output 
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Step 5 – Detecting Edges: EIOT uses Sobel operators for 
detecting IRIS edges and feature extractions. Figure 7 depicts 
the edge detected IRIS.  Figure 8 depicts the feature vectors 
that are generated and stored in the database.  

 
Fig. 7 – EIOT Detected IRIS Image 

 
 

 
Fig. 8 – EIOT IRIS Feature Vectors 

EIOT performance is better than others as shown in Table 1.  
Runtime of 50 iris templates in second was executed along 
with EIOT.  

 
Table 1 - Comparison of classification-time EIOT with 

other techniques. 

Methods 
Time 
per 

attempt 
Mean Median 

Features Extracted 
using PCA 

5.5169 

5.519307 5.51725 5.52865 

5.5096 

5.51725 

5.5108 

5.5233 

5.52865 

Feature Extraction 
Using Gabor Filter 

7.67545 

7.655013 7.655575 

7.6248 

7.6404 

7.6454 

7.62425 

7.689 

7.67505 

7.66575 

EIOT Feature 
Extraction 

4.56625 

4.582557 4.58935 

4.55675 

4.58025 

4.61025 

4.59845 

4.56685 

4.5991 

 
It is evident from Table 1 that EIOT performs better than the 
compared techniques in its extraction of feature vectors and 
classifications based on feature extracted parameters. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Iris is a physiological biometric feature that is used in 
biometric identification systems for high level of reliability. It 
can also be used in combination with cryptography. This 
paper has proposed and demonstrated with results a set of 
possible steps that can be implemented in IRS for faster and 
accurate identifications. It can be concluded that the proposed 
EIOT is implementable and reliable in IRS and moreover, its 
dimensionality reduction and feature vector storage helps in 
speedy matching of the IRIS in IRS.  
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